
Rossmann (1961) and Kartha (1961) independently showed that it
was possible to compute usable phases from a single isomorphous
replacement (SIR) derivative. This contradicted the previously
accepted notion that it was necessary to have at least two
isomorphous derivatives to be able to determine a noncentrosym-
metric reflection’s phase (Harker, 1956). Hence, currently, the
procedure used to correlate origins in different derivatives is to
compute SIR phases from the first compound and apply them to a
difference electron-density map of the second heavy-atom
derivative. Thus, the origin of the second derivative will be referred
to the arbitrarily chosen origin of the first compound. More
important, however, the interpretation of such a ‘feedback’
difference Fourier is easier than that of a difference Patterson.
Hence, once one heavy-atom derivative has been solved for its
heavy-atom sites, the solution of other derivatives is almost assured.
This concept is examined more closely in the following section.

2.3.3.5. Interpretation of isomorphous difference Pattersons

Difference Pattersons have usually been manually interpreted in
terms of point atoms. In more complex situations, such as
crystalline viruses, a systematic approach may be necessary to
analyse the Patterson. That is especially true when the structure
contains noncrystallographic symmetry (Argos & Rossmann,
1976). Such methods are in principle dependent on the comparison
of the observed Patterson, P1�x�, with a calculated Patterson, P2�x�.
A criterion, CP, based on the sum of the Patterson densities at all test
vectors within the unit-cell volume V, would be

CP �
�

V
P1�x� � P2�x� dx�

CP can be evaluated for all reasonable heavy-atom distributions.
Each different set of trial sites corresponds to a different P2
Patterson. It is then easily shown that

CP �
�

h
�2

hE2
h,

where the sum is taken over all h reflections in reciprocal space, �2
h

are the observed differences and Eh are the structure factors of the
trial point Patterson. (The symbol E is used here because of its close
relation to normalized structure factors.)

Let there be n noncrystallographic asymmetric units within the
crystallographic asymmetric unit and m crystallographic asym-
metric units within the crystal unit cell. Then there are L symmetry-
related heavy-atom sites where L � nm. Let the scattering
contribution of the ith site have ai and bi real and imaginary
structure-factor components with respect to an arbitrary origin.
Hence, for reflection h

E2
h

�

L
ahi

� �2

� �

L
bhi

� �2

� L��
N

i ��j

�N �ahiahj � bhibhj��

Therefore,

CP �
�

h
�2

h L� 2
�

i��j

��ahiahj � bhibhj�
� �

�

But
�

h�
2
h must be independent of the number, L, of heavy-atom

sites per cell. Thus the criterion can be re-written as

C�
P �

�

h
�2

h

�

i ��j

��ahiahj � bhibhj�
� �

� �2�3�3�3�

More generally, if some sites have already been tentatively
determined, and if these sites give rise to the structure-factor
components Ah and Bh, then

E2
h � Ah �

�

N
ahi

� �2

� Bh �
�

N
bhi

� �2

� �2�3�3�4�

Following the same procedure as above, it follows that

C�
P �

�

h
�2

h �Ahah � Bhbh� �
�

i��j

��ahiahj � bhibhj�
� �

, �2�3�3�5�

where ah �
�L

i�1ahi and bh �
�L

i�1bhi.
Expression (2.3.3.5) will now be compared with the ‘feedback’

method (Dickerson et al., 1967, 1968) of verifying heavy-atom sites
using SIR phasing. Inspection of Fig. 2.3.3.4 shows that the native
phase, �, will be determined as � � �� � (� is the structure-factor
phase corresponding to the presumed heavy-atom positions) when
�FN � � �FH � and � � � when �FN � 	 �FH �. Thus, an SIR difference
electron density, ���x�, can be synthesized by the Fourier
summation

���x� � 1
V

�
m��FNH � 
 �FN �� cos�2�h � x
 �h�

from terms with �h � �FNH � 
 �FN � � 0

� 1
V

�
m��FNH � 
 �FN �� cos�2�h � x
 �h 
 ��

from terms with �h � 0

� 1
V

�
m��h� cos�2�h � x
 �h�,

where m is a figure of merit of the phase reliability (Blow & Crick,
1959; Dickerson et al., 1961). Now,

Fig. 2.3.3.4. The phase � of the native compound (structure factor FN ) is
determined either as being equal to, or 180° out of phase with, the
presumed heavy-atom contribution when only a single isomorphous
compound is available. In (a) is shown the case when �FN � � �FNH � and
� � �� �. In (b) is shown the case when �FN � � �FNH � and � � �,
where � is the phase of the heavy-atom structure factor FH .
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Fh � Ah � iBh � FH cos�h � iFH sin�h,

where Ah and Bh are the real and imaginary components of the
presumed heavy-atom sites. Therefore,

���x� � 1
V

�m��h�
�FH � �Ah cos 2�h � x� Bh sin 2�h � x��

If this SIR difference electron-density map shows significant
peaks at sites related by noncrystallographic symmetry, then those
sites will be at the position of a further set of heavy atoms. Hence, a
suitable criterion for finding heavy-atom sites is

CSIR �
�n

j�1
���xj�,

or by substitution

CSIR �
�n

j�1

1
V

�

h

m��h�
�FH � �Ah cos 2�h � xj � Bh sin 2�h � xj��

But

ah �
�n

j�1
cos 2�h � xj and bh �

�n

j�1
sin 2�h � xj�

Therefore,

CSIR � 1
V

�

h

m��h�
�FH � �Ahah � Bhbh�� �2�3�3�6�

This expression is similar to (2.3.3.5) derived by consideration of a
Patterson search. It differs from (2.3.3.5) in two respects: the
Fourier coefficients are different and expression (2.3.3.6) is lacking
a second term. Now the figure of merit m will be small whenever
�FH � is small as the SIR phase cannot be determined well under
those conditions. Hence, effectively, the coefficients are a function
of ��h�, and the coefficients of the functions (2.3.3.5) and (2.3.3.6)
are indeed rather similar. The second term in (2.3.3.5) relates to the
use of the search atoms in phasing and could be included in
(2.3.3.6), provided the actual feedback sites in each of the n
electron-density functions tested by CSIR are omitted in turn. Thus, a
systematic Patterson search and an SIR difference Fourier search
are very similar in character and power.

2.3.3.6. Direct structure determination from difference
Pattersons

The difference Patterson computed with coefficients F2
HN 
 F2

N
contains information on the heavy atoms (HH vectors) and the
macromolecular structure (HL vectors) (Section 2.3.3.3). If the
scaling between the �FHN � and �FN � data sets is not perfect there will
also be noise. Rossmann (1961b) was partially successful in
determining the low-resolution horse haemoglobin structure by
using a series of superpositions based on the known heavy-atom
sites. Nevertheless, Patterson superposition methods have not been
used for the structure determination of proteins owing to the
successful error treatment of the isomorphous replacement method
in reciprocal space. However, it is of some interest here for it gives
an alternative insight into SIR phasing.

The deconvolution of an arbitrary molecule, represented as ‘?’,
from an �F2

HN 
 F2
N � Patterson, is demonstrated in Fig. 2.3.3.5. The

original structure is shown in Fig. 2.3.3.5(a) and the corresponding
Patterson in Fig. 2.3.3.5(b). Superposition with respect to one of the
heavy-atom sites is shown in Fig. 2.3.3.5(c) and the other in Fig.
2.3.3.5(d). Both Figs. 2.3.3.5(c) and (d) contain a centre of
symmetry because the use of only a single HH vector implies a
centre of symmetry half way between the two sites. The centre is

broken on combining information from all three sites (which
together lack a centre of symmetry) by superimposing Figs.
2.3.3.5(c) and (d) to obtain either the original structure (Fig.
2.3.3.5a) or its enantiomorph. Thus it is clear, in principle, that there
is sufficient information in a single isomorphous derivative data set,
when used in conjunction with a native data set, to solve a structure
completely. However, the procedure shown in Fig. 2.3.3.5 does not
consider the accumulation of error in the selection of individual
images when these intersect with another image. In this sense the
reciprocal-space isomorphous replacement technique has greater
elegance and provides more insight, whereas the alternative view
given by the Patterson method was the original stimulus for the
discovery of the SIR phasing technique (Blow & Rossmann, 1961).

Other Patterson functions for the deconvolution of SIR data have
been proposed by Ramachandran & Raman (1959), as well as
others. The principles are similar but the coefficients of the
functions are optimized to emphasize various aspects of the signal
representing the molecular structure.

2.3.3.7. Isomorphism and size of the heavy-atom substitution

It is insufficient to discuss Patterson techniques for locating
heavy-atom substitutions without also considering errors of all
kinds. First, it must be recognized that most heavy-atom labels are
not a single atom but a small compound containing one or more
heavy atoms. The compound itself will displace water or ions and
locally alter the conformation of the protein or nucleic acid. Hence,
a simple Gaussian approximation will suffice to represent individual
heavy-atom scatterers responsible for the difference between native
and heavy-atom derivatives. Furthermore, the heavy-atom com-
pound often introduces small global structural changes which can
be detected only at higher resolution. These problems were
considered with some rigour by Crick & Magdoff (1956). In
general, lack of isomorphism is exhibited by an increase in the size
of the isomorphous differences with increasing resolution (Fig.
2.3.3.6).

Fig. 2.3.3.5. Let (a) be the original structure which contains three heavy
atoms ABC in a noncentrosymmetric configuration. Then a Fourier
summation, with �F2

NH 
 F2
N � coefficients, will give the Patterson

shown in (b). Displacement of the Patterson by the vector BC and
selecting the common patterns yields (c). Similarly, displacement by AC
gives (d). Finally, superposition of (c) on (d) gives the original figure or
its enantiomorph. This series of steps demonstrates that, in principle,
complete structural information is contained in an SIR derivative.
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